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WET Credits
WET Productions is a 501(c)3 organization that produces media which challenges female stereotypes and
advocates for equality.
SELECTED CREDITS:
Theatrical Productions: The world premiere of A Perfect Couple by Brooke Berman, directed by Maria Mileaf; The world
premiere of BFF by Anna Ziegler, directed by Josh Hecht (published by The Dramatists Play Service, and in the Smith and
Kraus anthology, The Best American Playwrights of 2007); The world premiere of Big Times, by Mia Barron, Maggie Lacey,
Danielle Skraastad, directed by Leigh Silverman; The world premiere of St. Scarlet, written by Julia Jordan, directed by Chris
Messina (published by Dramatists Play Service); The world premiere of Scab, written by Sheila Callaghan, directed by Hayley
Finn; The New York premiere of Bold Girls written by Rona Munro, directed by Hayley Finn; I Stand Before You Naked
written by Joyce Carol Oates, directed by Heather Scarlet Arnet at the NY Int’l Fringe Festival and The Harold Clurman
Theatre (with original material written by Ms. Oates, exclusively for WET’s production).
Events: Letters to A Young Artist, a performance of the book written by Anna Deavere Smith, Hosted by Daryl Roth, read by
Ms. Smith, Olympia Dukakis, Eve Ensler, Bill T. Jones, Josh Hamilton, Eugene Jarecki, Lisa Kron, and James C. Nicola;
Waitress, a reading of the then un-produced, original screenplay, written and directed by Adrienne Shelly, starring Paul Rudd,
Gretchen Mol, Amy Sedaris and Michael Cerveris; The New York Film Premiere of Friends With Money, presented in
association with Sony Pictures Classics, followed by a talk-back with writer/director Nicole Holofcener and actor Catherine
Keener. Bottom Of The World, a new play commissioned by WET, written by Lucy Thurber at The Eugene O’Neill Theater
Center, The Tribeca Theater Festival and The Public Theater; The Morgan Stories, written and directed by Adrienne Shelly,
starring Billy Crudup, Ally Sheedy, Jessica Hecht and Paul Rudd; The Modern Woman Unbound I and II with New York
Times Best Selling authors, including Nicola Kraus and Emma McLaughlin (“The Nanny Diaries”), Amy Sohn (“Run Catch
Kiss” and “Kiss and Tell”), Beth Harpaz (“Girls in the Van”) and Lorene Cary (“Pride”, “Black Ice”); LOVE, a one-night only
event featuring short plays on the subject of love by some of the hottest female playwright read by celebrated actors. LOVE
2009 featuring performances by Debra Messing, Blythe Danner, Perrey Reeves, Emmanuelle Chriqui, Maulik Pancholy, David
Alan Basche, John Lloyd Young, Tracie Thoms, Andre Royo, Alysia Reiner, JD Williams, Alex Frost, Sabine Singh, with
plays by Jenny Lyn Bader, Annie Baker, Lucy Boyle, Laura Eason, Ann Marie Healy, Ellen Melaver, Susan Miller, Anna
Ziegler. LOVE 2008 featuring performances by Lauren Ambrose, Martha Plimpton, Jane Alexander, Ricki Lake, Neil Patrick
Harris, Gretchen Mol, Peter Hermann, Laila Robins, Michael Cerveris, Josh Hamilton and Sabine Singh, with plays by Jenny
Lyn Bader, Lucy Boyle, Brooke Berman, Julia Cho, Julia Jordan, Liz Tucillo and Francine Volpe. LOVE 2006, hosted by
Diane von Furstenberg at the DVF studios featuring performances by Emmanuelle Chriqui, Ally Sheedy, Mark Feuerstein,
Cady Huffman, Jessica Hecht and Jackie Hoffman; Laugh ‘til You WET Your Pants parts I and II, stand up comedy nights of
all star female talent held at Gotham Comedy Club and Gramercy Comedy Club featuring Judy Gold, Corey Kahaney, Vanessa
Hollingshead and other notable female stand up comics.
Script Development: The INKubator: The Ray and Kit Sawyer Development Series develops work written by selected
women writers throughout the year, providing dramaturgical, promotional and creative support for new material. Playwrights in
the INKubator have included Brooke Berman, Francine Volpe, Sarah Schulman and Julia Jordan, Cusi Cram, Neena Beber. As
a part of the INKubator, WET has partnered with The Williamstown Theater Festival, Naked Angels, The National Theater
Institute at The Eugene O’Neill Theater Center. The 2009 INKubator Summer Series presented work from The INKubator to
the public and featured Current Nobody written by Melissa James Gibson, Dusty and the Big Bad World written by Cusi Cram
and Swimming in March written by Kate Robin and musical improv superstars, Glennis McMurray and Eliza Skinner of I Eat
Pandas.
Educational Outreach Program: In 2004 WET launched educational the educational wing of the company with WET’s Risk
Takers Film Series. Risk Takers is a free, city-wide media literacy & leadership program for adolescent girls, that accepts over
100+ girls annually, from over 40 participating NYC schools. The program features leading female role models in the media,
as master teachers, addressing issues girls are facing daily, such as peer pressure, drug and alcohol use, body image, teen
pregnancy, sexuality, safe sex, discrimination, sexual assault and rape, education, class, race, friendship, and family dynamics.
Special guests have included: Frances McDormand, Olympia Dukakis, Mary-Louise Parker, Kerry Washington, Ally Sheedy,
Kelly McGillis, Alison Lohman, Michelle Monaghan, Nicole Holofcener, Jessica Sharzer, Kirsten Smith, Keri Russell, Kate
Lanier, Gina Prince-Bythewood, Maria Magentti, Nicole Ari Parker and Lili Taylor and more. www.risktakers.us
www.wetweb.org
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Press
“An enjoyable comedy-drama...Ms. Berman has a breezy, accessible
voice and a vigorous interest in turning over the rocks in contemporary
relationships to find out what is growing underneath.”
Charles Isherwood, The New York Times
“Berman’s charming, taffeta-light plays give voice to the delights and
disappointments of contemporary young womanhood.” The Village
Voice
"In her last play, "Hunting and Gathering," Brooke Berman explored the
romantic confusion of a group of 20-somethings. With "A Perfect
Couple," she's moved on and up - proving, just as entertainingly, that
30-somethingsaren't any better at love. The playwright displays a gift for
incisive characterizations and dialogue that's both amusing and
poignant..... Well directed by Maria Mileaf and beautifully acted by the
ensemble” The New York Post
“Brainy-yet-heartfelt... Berman raises several rich themes -- loneliness,
sexless infidelity, Gen Xers versus Gen Yers, gender roles and the awful
mutability of love” Time Out New York, Critics’ Pick
"Ms. Berman, who has a keen ear and a sharp eye, is as unflinching as a
crash-scene photographer in documenting her characters' alienation
from their chronic ambivalence...” The Sun
“Charmingly bittersweet. Not only is there comedy and drama to be had
in the interpersonal relationships between these three characters, but
there's also a fascinating reflection on what it means to investigate and
relive one's past.” Theatermania
“A sleek production from WET.” Variety
New York Magazine Critics’ Pick
"In a mere 75 minutes, A Perfect Couple turns into a bracingly
chortle-rich life lesson.” John Simon, Bloomberg News

A Perfect Couple
Written by Brooke Berman Directed by Maria Mileaf
Produced by Sasha Eden and Victoria Pettibone
Associate Producers Ami Ankin and Azizah Rowen

Selected Press for BFF
“Anna Ziegler’s tenderly chiaroscuro play about adolescence is an unmitigated pleasure.
Playing best friends – Eliza and Lauren – Laura Heisler and Sasha Eden are radiantly real,
capturing the easy affection and hurt of teen-age friendship. Sex and cruelty intrude on their
idyll, and Lauren’s eager experiments with boys drive Eliza deeper into her own shell.
Structurally, the play swims back and forth through time, bridging past and present. In the
latter sequences, the adult Lauren meets Seth (Jeremy Webb), a sensitive young banker, but
she finds herself unable to open her heart – filled as it is with mourning for the girl she
couldn’t save. Ziegler’s writing is rueful, frank and fresh; her insights into young
womanhood feel earned and authentic.” - The New Yorker
“The actors turn in fine performances…Heisler, ever a brave performer, gives a wrenching
turn…Ziegler shows talent for creating character and dialogue.” - The Village Voice
“It’s successes are achievements in subtlety...Masterful…Both thesps capture the internal
fight between desperately wanting to cling to something and knowing it must change. ..both
acting and writing are raw, without any showiness to cheapen the harsh, true pain created by
people unaware of the damage they’re doing.” - Variety
“The enterprising Women’s Expressive Theater – WET for short- has again introduced us to
a female playwright of surprising professional polish… Under Josh Hecht’s detailed and
sensitive direction, the three performers shine. Eden’s troubled Lauren is the play’s
centerpiece, convincing both as adolescent and questing young woman. Heisler, too, is a
most believable teenager, and when allowed to briefly present a lively fourth character,
demonstrates a vibrant versatility. Webb easily defines that most difficult of the male species,
a good guy; his interpretation glows with integrity.” – Backstage
“The playwright has a gift for incisive characterizations and realistic dialogue, while the
actors, under the sensitive direction of Josh Hecht, deliver highly appealing performances. ”
- The New York Post
“The plot…hangs on a compelling psychological mystery that deepens as the play
progresses, and ends with a genuinely gasp-inducing moment that raises the stakes of
everything that came before.” - The New York Sun
“Three gifted young actors star in BFF, an off-Broadway play by Women’s Expressive
Theater. The story, which is broadly about adolescent friendship, grief and adult romance,
emerges from a series of vignettes that take place alternately in the early 1990s and the
present day. Lauren (Sasha Eden) and Eliza (Laura Heisler) are “best friends forever”, until
their relationship experiences the inevitable trials of young-adulthood. But this isn’t the stuff
of chick lit: despite the frequency of sharp one-liners, a feeling of foreboding pervades the
story and casts a noirish pall.
Anna Ziegler’s script is punchy and streamlined. And the modest, off-Broadway set is
furnished with impressive economy. Ms Heisler is endearingly sardonic and acts with keen
comic timing, but the show is Ms Eden’s, whose permutations of costume and character are
startling.” – Economist.com

Selected Press for BFF Cont…
“Ziegler’s swing-set story structure and Josh Hecht’s astute direction keep things moving
along nicely, but it’s the strength of the roles — respectively nailed by Sasha Eden and Laura
Heisler — that forms BFF’s strongest bonds.” – Flavorpill.com
“Playing Lauren and Eliza, respectively, Sasha Eden and Laura Heisler capture the essence of
the girls’ pubescent immaturity beautifully. In addition, Heisler manages to make some of
Eliza’s most darkly brooding, and often non-sequitur-esque, observations, pungently funny.
..When Lauren is with Seth, theatergoers are equally charmed, particularly given Jeremy
Webb’s endearing performance as this young banker…” - American Theater Web
“A perky presence with a dark lining, [Eden] convinces as both an impetuous teenager and a
hollowed-out adult more careful than she should be with her heart... The play resonates with
honesty and insight” - Talkin’ Broadway
“Sasha Eden and Laura Heisler are enormously engaging as the best friends forever, as is
Jeremy Webb as the kind of sensitive, charming boyfriend who should happen to every
single girl in New York practicing her Yoga at a self-actualization training center... Laura
Heisler’s performance falls into that something special and truly unforgettable category.”
- CurtainUp
“The playwright’s skill in evoking this adolescent friendship is matched by the enormous
strengths of the actors Sasha Eden and Laura Heisler, who portray the young girls with a
remarkable level of emotional honesty and verisimilitude…It shimmers with lyricism, gentle
wit, and a good deal of wisdom…when it comes to the playwright's ability to evoke
adolescence, that twilight zone of our lives when everything that we feel is felt so deeply and
unwaveringly. Anna Ziegler has few peers in writing about that time and those feelings.”
- NYTheatre.com

Selected Big Times Press
“The latest production from the on-the-rise company Women’s Expressive Theater (WET)” – THE
NEW YORK TIMES ARTS & LEISURE
“Big Times is the kind of play that can actually get a laugh out of Why did the chicken cross the
road…with slapstick, rapid fire dialogue and quick costume changes as each actress plays a host of
roles…you can bring your eight year old to this one and you both will probably enjoy it....Women’s
Expressive Theater has turned Walkerspace into a tiny Vaudeville stage, complete with Red Velvet
curtains, little round tables, and popcorn at the door. Providing original and adapted music, are The
Moonlighters, a great ukulele-steel-guitar close harmony band…it would take a true curmudgeon to
withstand its charms. THE NEW YORK TIMES
“The fun of this irrepressible pastiche begins in the lobby of Walkerspace, where a concession girl
hands out free bags of popcorn and drinks (from egg creams to cocktails)· Zippily directed by Leigh
Silverman, with help from an enchantingly notstalgic score by The Moonlighters, it steadily gains
momentum. The talented writer-performers play their multiple roles with zest. As Barron, Lacey
and Skraastad race through their routines, one feels the infectious enthusiasm of three gutsy dames
putting on a show” TIME OUT NEW YORK
Clichés have rarely felt so fresh and fun as in Big Times, a blithe, sassy vaudeville homage
presented by WET, the city's pioneer company for women in theatre. Traditional burlesque meets
sexy, contemporary panache, resulting in a hybrid play, both comical and lovely, performed by
longtime friends Mia Barron, Maggie Lacey, and Danielle Skraastad. The plot is a simple yet clever
excuse to explore and exploit one show biz stereotype after another, made all the more delightful by
the Prohibition-era nostalgia of the Moonlighters, a ukulele and steel guitar band. FLAVORPILL
“These young women pull up gold with their performance” BROADWAY.COM

Selected Press From St. Scarlet
“Despairing about the future of the theater? Find the business of the stage too cynical,
merely a capillary of the vast, widget-making entertainment complex? It might do you
good to pop in on St Scarlet...independent, enterprising young people doing polished,
professional work, the kind that bespeaks attention to detail, respect for craft. St. Scarlet
enhanced by a production - directed by Chris Messina . . .The set is spot on…the
costumes are equally good...the acting is thoughtful throughout. The night I saw
St. Scarlet the small theater was full, the audience mostly young and salted with actors I
recognized from other downtown shows. They contributed to the feeling in the house that
the enterprise of putting on a play is a worthy one, both joyful and serious. The energy
and sincerity of aspiring artists filled the room, and it was infectious."
- The New York Times
“Julia Jordan is the playwright of the moment, with four plays scheduled for New York
City productions this season. And if her first outing, St. Scarlet is typical of her work, this
will be a red-letter year for audiences…Jordan crafts an often hilarious and, more
surprisingly, moving meditation on the ties that bind both lovers and families, no matter
how hard people try to break free. Chris Messina does a fine job of directing, keeping the
proceedings believable even at their most extreme, and never letting the pacing flag.
O’Connor is truly spectacular at bringing warmth and sympathy to the potentially
annoying Ruby, while Dewitt, Martin and Michael Chernus are all very good.”
- The New York Post
“There is a generous heart at the center of this drama...you will root for these characters.
This season could still turn out to be the year of Jordan.”
- Time Out New York
“A sure-fire hit …Expect lovable characters, digestible themes, and a happy ending.
St. Scarlet is full of intelligence and wit; even its title is a smart play on the concept of
fractured identity.”
- Theatermania.com
“Three snowbound siblings have to cope simultaneously with their mother’s death and a
confrontational intruder in this play by a much touted newcomer, Julia Jordan. Her
producers are WET– that is, they’re Women’s Expressive Theater – but they’re probably
not all wet, since they’ve had the sense to hire one of New York’s more adventurous
young actors, Chris Messina, to direct Jordan’s opus.”
- The Village Voice

Selected Press from Scab
“…a textbook example of promising work, written with a yen for interesting language
and liberally salted with well-observed details of the lives of newly minted adults…The
three principals are all attractive and all quite good; each manages to be both
idiosyncratic and representative, which is one reason the play should be especially
appealing to people in their 20's who will undoubtedly see their striving and hopeful,
striving and despairing selves on the stage...Ms. Eden is sweetly persuasive as a girl-nextdoor type with a fervent intellectual sincerity and a nascent non prudish streak. (Christa is
clearly an emblematic role for Ms. Eden who, with Victoria Pettibone, is a co-artistic
director of WET, a company whose name, according to its mission statement, “is a
representation of our fundamental belief that women can be powerful, intelligent, creative
and sexual.”)…Mr. Wheir is very appealing as the older man, a kind of academic hangeron whose combination of seriousness, pretension and boyish charm is easy to imagine as
attractive to both the sincerely ambitious Christa and Anima, the self-anointed martyr.”
- New York Times
“Director Hayley Finn mounts a stylish production with snappy pacing, clever musical
accents and design.”
- Village Voice
“Despite the heavy subject matter, the play is very funny. The humor comes out
naturally. Shannon Burkett is excellent as the over-dramatic, tortured and drunken theater
student; she is the ultimate cynic. Sasha Eden shines, displaying a great sense of comic
timing as the enthusiastic ingénue who grows into her own. Hayley Finn's direction keeps
the cast on the same rhythm throughout and makes a sometimes wacky play very
engaging.”
- Backstage.com

"Scab, a hyper articulate odd-couple comedy, may close this weekend, but it deserves a
second life. Sheila Callaghan crafts sparkling dialogue....the romantic entanglements are
handled with wit and sensitivity.”
- Time Out NY

WET’s Events
Selected Press

Print:

New York Times-Sunday Styles (February 15,

Video:

MSNBC (March 2, 2009)-Cause Celeb

Online:

In Touch Online (March 3, 2009)-Feature
CharityHappenings.org (February 9, 2009)-Feature
Huffington Post (February 10, 2009)-Feature
Gothamist.net (February 10, 2009)-Feature by John
Del Signoro

Instyle.com (February 10, 2009)
Pure People (February 9, 2009)
Celebs-Fashion.net (February 10, 2009)
Guest of a Guest (February 10, 2009)-Feature by
Kendra Seay
Retna (February 10, 2009)

Partiesyouwillnevergetinto.com (February 10,
2009)-Pulled from Guest of a Guest
JustJarad.com (February 9, 2009)
Patrick McMullan (February 10, 2009)
Wire Image (February 10, 2009)

LOVE PRESS

2009)-Photos and Event description in “Evening
Hours” By Bill Cunningham
New York Magazine (February 16, 2009)-Party
Lines, pages of Photos featuring cast
New York Observer (February 4, 2009)-Interview
with Lucy Boyle and David Alan Basch
New York Post (February 8, 2009)-Agenda
Daily News (February 9, 2009)- Monday In New York
Listing
Time Out New York (February 4, 2009)-Pre-show
listing
The Village Voice (February )-Pre-show listing
Resident (February 24, 2009)- Lee Fryd's Social Life

Online:

Broadcast:

Kjoy 98.3 WLBG 96.1 (February 6, 2009)
Kjoy 98.3 WLBG 96.1 (February 13, 2009)
NBC MOBILE (March 2, 2009)-Feature

LOVE PRESS

Celebs-Fashion.net (February 10, 2009)
Hip Celebrity.com (February 10, 2009)
Hot Celebs Home (February 10, 2009)
People Buzz.com (February 10, 2009)
Zimbo.com (February 10, 2009)
Supirior Topics.Com (February 10, 2009)
Nowatermark.net (February 10, 2009)
Wordpress.com (February 10, 2009)
Jollypeople.com (February 10, 2009)
Fafarazzi.com (February 10, 2009)
Zimbo.com (February 7, 2009)
Putu.us Blog (February 7, 2009)
vpqv.net (February 7, 2009)
rantsthoughtsmerde.blogspot.com (February 7, 2009)
X17.COM (February 7, 2009)
Exposay.com (February 7, 2009)
debra-m.com (February 7, 2009)
Womanaroundtown.com (February 8, 2009)
Times Square Gossip.com (February 10, 2009)
Insider Management Group (February 10, 2009)
StarMAXinc.com (February 10, 2009)
Exposay.com (February 10, 2009)
Nachophoto.com (February 10, 2009)
Celebutopia (February 10, 2009)
widgetbox.com (February 10, 2009)
celebritieswonder.com (February 10, 2009)
famegame.com (February 11, 2009)
www.putu.us (February 11, 2009)
Yahoo Buzz (February 14, 2009)
Smallworld.com

PRESS

Selected Press from
WET's
2008 LOVE Benefit
TELEVISION:
New York 1 (January 26th, 2008) - "Tends Expert" segment
Philosophy, two of the sponsors of LOVE.

PRINT:

New York Daily News (February 8, 2008) – Rush and Molloy column
g
New York Magazine (February 25, 2008) – Intelligencer section
inclusion with picture of Ricki Lake; Party Lines page of photos of
performers and a quote from Michael Cerveris.
OK! Magazine (March 3, 2008) – Ricki Lake at LOVE featured in Hot
Buzz.
Soaps In Depth - Photos of Sabine Singh at LOVE

RADIO:

“The Movie Show and MORE” – Host, Stacy Horton, mentioned the
Radio Network.

ONLINE:

New York Social Diary
calendar.
Playbill (January 30, 2008) – Ran a story to promote ticket sales.
Gothamist (February 11, 2008) – Ran a story to promote ticket sales.
New York Magazine (February 12, 2008) – Two articles written about
the event: “The Martha Plimpton and Josh Hamilton Comedy Team on
‘Top Girls,’ Dildos, and Jury Duty” and “Michael Cerveris Will Be
Spending Valentine's Day With Vampires, His Dog.”
WireImage (February 12, 2008) – Posted paparazzi photos.
Patrick McMullan (February 12, 2008) – Posted paparazzi photos.
Retna (February 12, 2008) – Posted paparazzi photos.
TheaterMania (February 12, 2008) – Posted paparazzi photos.
Broadway World (February 12, 2008) – Article about the event with
photos.
We Love Soaps (February 12, 2008) – Photo of Sabine Singh,
Jane Alexander and Laila Robins from their performances.
Jezebel (February 12, 2008) – Posted link to Michael Cerveris New
York Magazine article.
Broadway.com (February 20, 2008) – Posted photos from LOVE
Forbes.com – Interviewed Sasha Eden and Ricki Lake.

WET’s LOVE 2008

WET’s Educational
Program
Selected Press

Finding their voices

By ABBY LUBY
Sunday, February 18th, 2007

Two years ago, a very shy 14-year-old New Yorker named Alexandra
Campos tried to open up to girls she’d never met. She was encouraged
by what she called a “safe haven” - a place where you could express
yourself without the fear of rejection.
The safe haven is actually a self- esteem program for teen girls started
by the Women’s Expressive Theater, Inc. (WET), a non-profit group that
aims to dispel female stereotypes. Known as the “Risk Takers Film Series,” the program screens films that the girls can relate to and talk about.
“It’s the best thing I could’ve ever done,” said Campos, now 16 and a
theater student at Beacon High School in Manhattan. She was back at
Risk Takers last month for the program’s kickoff session.
Risk Takers, now in its third year, is the brainchild of WET executive
producers Sasha Eden and Victoria Pettibone, professionals in OffBroadway theater production.
“We were frustrated by how women were seen in the media,” said Pettibone. “We wanted to teach girls how to look at ‘airbrushed’ women with
a critical eye and know they don’t have to be all the images they see.”
An active force of volunteers in more than 50 city high schools recruits
girls ages 12-17 for the free series.
“We visit all high schools - public, magnet, private schools,” said Eden.
“The girls fill out a simple application and all they have to do is show
up.”
For one Saturday a month, girls come to the Calhoun School on West
End Ave., watch a film chosen specifically for the program, then talk
about it in small groups. After a free lunch, the teens meet the woman
who wrote or directed that film.
One of the program’s goals is to explore racial issues among teenage
girls, but finding films about women of color can be a challenge, said
Eden. “There are not a lot of movies appropriate for teen girls directed or
produced by women of color.”
On a Saturday in late January, a racially mixed group of about 80 girls
watched “Lovely & Amazing,” a film written and directed by Nicole Holofcener. Holofcener has directed episodes of “Sex and the City” and is
known for her earlier film “Walking and Talking,” starring Anne Heche
and Catherine Keener.
“Lovely & Amazing” explores the relationship between a mother (Brenda Blethyn) and her two adult daughters (Emily Mortimer and Catherine
Keener) who are obsessed with how they look, and a third, adopted
daughter who is 8 years old and African-American (Raven Goodwin).
After a Q&A with the filmmakers, volunteer mentors with backgrounds
in psychology lead discussion groups.
“The mentors try to draw the girls out,” said Lisa Borneman, a clinical
social worker and a psychotherapist who oversees the 30 mentors in the
program. “We start with how the movie relates to the girls’ own lives.

The idea is to talk about
body image and self-esteem
and get them to access their
feelings.”
For 15-year-old Mischka
Bedasee, speaking in the
Risk Takers discussion
group was a real challenge.
“You try to feel comfortable
about what you think,” said
Bedasee, a student at the
High School of Fashion
Industries. “It gives females
a chance to open up and to
express themselves. It gives
us a voice.”
Bedasee said girls talk a lot
about appearance. “We want
to look better to other girls
- it’s how we compete for
guys.”

Frances McDormand and WET
co-founder Sasha Eden during a
Q&A session with director Nicole
Holofcencer.

When the entire group met
with Holofcener, she was
joined by Oscar-winning
actress Frances McDormand,
a strong supporter of WET
and Risk Takers. The women
spoke frankly and joked with
the crowd during the Q&A.
“Self-respect was the key
when I was a teen,” said
Holofcener. “I remember it was so difficult to pick new friends. I chose
friends who were bad - they were cool and sexy - the girls who teased
somebody and stole things. My friends didn’t get me. But I had a strong
moral sense.”
Meeting these professional women was inspiring for 17-year-old Holland Hamilton, a student at the Professional Performing Arts School
“There is the fame factor,” said Hamilton, who has been participating in
the Risk Takers series for all three years. “I get to talk to these famous
people and see that they are just like me.”
Another perk of the program is accessing a list of internships provided
by WET. Interning with a stage manager gave Hamilton a different focus
on her future. “I had an amazing experience and it helped me decide that
I was going to college,” she said. “I’m going to Oberlin.”
Campos said that the risks she took in the program were hard but satisfying.
“In the beginning, everyone has that wall up that says, ‘I don’t know you
and I don’t know what I should say.’ But as time goes on, that wall starts
breaking down and it’s very rewarding.” u
The next Risk Takers session is on Feb. 24 at the Calhoun School. To apply or learn more, call (212) 682-0265 or visit www.wetweb.org.
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Why We Admire Her
On a Saturday morning, 100 teenage girls watch The Breakfast Club
in a New York City high school. After the film, Ally Sheedy herself will
drop by to discuss teen stereotypes, peer pressure, and whether her
artsy character should have succumbed to a makeover from Molly
Ringwald's snotty one. This event is part of WET's Risk Takers Film
Series, started in 2004 by Pettibone, a Manhattan casting director,
and her friend Sasha Eden, an actress. It's only one step they're
taking toward a bigger mission: to squash female stereotypes in the
media.
How She Got Started
Eight years ago, after having helped cast a few Broadway productions — the hit Rent among them —
Pettibone got frustrated that most female roles were dumb babes, not-so-hot best friends, or dutiful wives
and moms. So she and Eden got together to
produce plays about women who aren't so
one-dimensional. "We weren't looking for a story
about 'promoting equality' but rather scripts with
complex, central female characters," Pettibone
says. They named the venture Women's
Expressive Theater (WET). Using their showbiz
connections, the duo hosted readings and
high-profile fundraisers with celebs like Paul Rudd
to finance WET's first show, I Stand Before You
Naked by Joyce Carol Oates at the New York
International Fringe Festival in August 1999. The
play was a hit, but Pettibone realized that to make
a bigger difference, she needed to reach a younger
audience. That's when she and Eden created WET's Risk Takers Film Series. They announced the
program in person at local high schools, touting celebrity guests like Frances McDormand (North Country)
to get girls excited. "Guest actors can show the girls they're human and inspire them to work hard, take
risks, and have courage," Pettibone says.
What She's Accomplished
WET has produced seven sold-out shows — all written by women. And in less than 3 years, WET's Risk
Takers Film Series has enrolled more than 300 students from 50 high schools. "I learned from this program
that I can and should take positive risks in my life — it doesn't matter how big or small," says Sara Lyons, a
Risk Takers student who directed a play last year as a senior in high school.
Her Latest Production
BFF, a dark comedy about two girlfriends written by playwright Anna Ziegler and directed by Josh Hecht,
opened in New York this February.
For more on WET and the film series, visit Women's Expressive Theater.
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